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On "Methodolatry" and Music Teaching as Critical and Reflective Praxis

Thomas Regelski
State University of New York, Fredonia

Introduction: Professions and Professionalism

Most teachers, including those in music,
like to think of themselves as professionals.
However, the "professionalization" of teachers
traced by sociology generally refers to only the
transition early in the twentieth century from two
years of teacher preparation in normal schools to
four years in newly created professional schools,
departments, orprogramsofeducation inuniversi-
ties. Traditional sociological theory still consid-
ers teaching to be at best a "semiprofession."1 In
the "ideal" descriptionofsociologist MaxWeber,
professionals shared these traits:

They were self-employed providers of
services, diey entered dieir profession
because diey were 'called' to it out of
some deep personal commitment, and
dieir qualifications were based upon tiieir
possession of 'expert' and esoteric knowl-
edge. In addition, dieir knowledge base
could be acquired only by a select few
who underwent long and rigorous study.
Their services dealt widi serious, often
life or deadi matters, and dieywere remu-
nerated by fees from clients. Communi-
cation between professionals and dieir
clients was legally privileged so uiat
courts of law could not require its disclo-
sure. Most important, entrance to mese
professions was controlled by profes-
sional peers, who set requirements for
entry, training, and certification. Boards
ofpeers also developed review processes
to maintain standards and competence. 2

A further criterion of a true profession is that
praxis3 relies upon underlying theory4 and the
fund ofwidelyacceptedpractice-basedknowledge

generated by theory that is required to deal with
the extensive variety of predictably unique prob-
lems and needs presented by those served. Teach-
ing clearly deviates substantially from these
conditions.

The theory serving as the basis of any
profession is not amatter ofsimple speculation; it
is rooted in research and theoretical
principles-fundamentals that importantly include
commonly recognized and accepted action ideals
of the profession's ethical and other guiding
philosophical considerations. Upon such theoreti-
cal bases, professional praxis generates ever-new
praxial knowledge. Because of the particulars of
the situatedness governing both the practitioner
and those served, praxis-based knowledge always
takes idiosyncratic form for a particular practitio-
ner-but, importantly, within the general theoreti-
cal, ethical, and philosophical stance of the pro-
fession. As a result, there are no "standard re-
sults" for any practitioner or for the overall pro-
fession. Furthermore, there are no standard meth-
ods; just "standards ofcare" rooted in the profes-
sion's theoretical and ethical premises.

Music educationhas evolvedno such shared
action ideals concerning ends and so the issue of
theory-guided practice or of a professional ethic
remains ambiguous, even controversial.1 Without
professionally based consensus on ends, no stable
criteria exist for selecting means and evaluating
results and, thus, no ethic of accountability can
apply. As a consequence, results are considerably
unpredictable-and not infrequently negative-and
the appropriateness and usefulness ofmuch what
is taught and learned is regularly disputed.

This is not at all to say or to argue that
music education has historically brought about
mainly negative results, or that individual music
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teachers are never successful. It would be wrong-
headed not to acknowledge the existence ofmuch
well-intentioned, hardworkby individual teachers
who are both musically competent and 'naturals'
in working with students. This paper addresses
instead mainly structural weaknesses in the field
of music education that result in it as a field
falling far short of at least the general kinds of
professionalism found in helping professions.
The comparisons made here to helping profes-
sions are made only in a very general way. How-
ever, overall, the field ofmusic education fails to
compare well with the most obvious traits of
familiar professions. As shall be argued, judg-
ments concerning successful practice in music
education should depend in large part on criteria
provided by theoretically substantiated auricular
goals and ideals and by implied and explicit
process criteria of both an ethical and practical
nature.6 Lacking such criteria, the question or
degree of teaching success remains vague. As a
result music education fails to promote predict-
able and pragmatic "right results" that students,
parents, and the public at large can easily recog-
nize as the professional "value-added" to general
education and society bymusic education and this
creates the increasing need for advocacyofschool
music.

Philosophy, Theory, and Professional Praxis

Whether or not teaching can ever fullymeet
the sociological conditions ofbeing a true profes-
sion, it would profit from and can clearly be
"professionalized." The first step involves 'criti-
cal'7 reflection and progressive consensus on
which social, political, and economic ends should
be rightfully served by schools and thus by teach-
ers. A philosophical position on the right results
of good teaching or on important differences
between education, training, and indoctrination
are as important to music teaching as the need for
a doctor to have a reasoned outlook on the quality
oflife, as a lawyer's stance onjustice, or apsychol-
ogist's theory of normal behavior. These are, of
course, all philosophical issues.

Unfortunately, many music teachers have

been led to believe philosophy is irrelevant to
praxis because central philosophical issues have
not been addressed critically in their teacher
preparation programs. When instruction is of-
fered, typically as a survey course at the graduate
level, "many teachers dread taking these philoso-
phy courses," 8 because issues are often studied
inertly and abstractly rather than being directly
related to a critical and functional understanding
of, and application to, teaching praxis. As a
result, important assumptions are uncritically
accepted by too many music teachers, or are
narrowly forced on themby one-sided, doctrinaire
teaching. Most either have no philosophical
background whatsoever; or those who have taken
a course are tempted to ignore such ideas as inert,
abstract theory ofno relevance or consequence for
praxis.

Nothing could be further from the tmth
because, in fact, no teacher can avoid having a
(his or her) philosophy. There is always, for
example, more that can be taught than there is
time or resources to teach. Thus, deciding on
what is most worth teaching (that is, curriculum
design) involves questions ofvalue that are inher-
ently philosophical. The problem is, however,
that teachers are typically unaware oftheir philos-
ophy because, having no background in their
teacher preparation, their philosophical beliefs
have not been made explicit and subjected to
critical analysis. As a result, the implicit teaching
and curricular philosophies typically held by
teachers are taken for granted, and the tangible
results of such philosophy-especially negative
outcomes-go as unnoted as do the frequently
harmful results of taken-for-granted beliefs a lot
ofparents have about parenting.

A related problem is the need to make a
functional distinction between philosophy in the
'weak' and 'strong' sense.9 In the 'weak' sense,
having a philosophy refers to taken-for-granted,
uncritical, unexamined, or unchallenged belief,
opinion, or faith. Teachers everywhere operate on
all sorts of uncritical beliefs about students,
learning, and the value of schooling. For exam-
ple, many music teachers believe uncritically that
the purpose ofmusic education is to promote and
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advance something called "aesthetic experience."
They also simply take on faith that, when listen-
ing, composing, or performing, students are-in
some automatic and necessary form-"having
aesthetic experiences," that aesthetic responses
are the content and value ofmusic experience, and
that sheer musical involvement is sufficient
evidence ofaesthetic benefits. Suchmusic teach-
ers are typically critically unaware of the many
important limitations of traditional aesthetic
philosophy10 as a basis for music education.11
They are also, therefore, unaware of the many
difficulties and objections to it.12 And worse,
although citing aesthetic benefits in advocating
and defending the value ofmusic in the schools,
countless among them teach in a manner that is
directly contrary to the premises of aesthetic
philosophy.

Philosophy in the ' strong' sense, in contrast,
requires familiaritywith the discipline ofphiloso-
phy-that body ofknowledge and literature result-
ing from the critical, logical, and reasoned exami-
nation of fundamental philosophical issues over
history. It requires, further, aproperlyphilosophi-
cal application of this knowledge in the service of
a critical or analytical attitude towards current
issues-particularly the kinds of unexamined
beliefs and uncritical opinions that constitute the
'weak' sense of philosophy! In the absence of
such a critical attitude, many of the most cher-
ished beliefs and convictions ofmusic educators
go unchallenged and not philosophically clarified
despite the fact that so many issues facing music
teachers are muchmore complex, richly textured,
and multi-faceted than their common sense or
'weak' philosophy can accommodate.

Admittedly, a traditional part of the disci-
pline ofphilosophy has been the study ofaesthet-
ics.13 However, traditional aestheticphilosophy is
widely considered by contemporary philosophers
to be a weak sub-discipline. For example, Mi-
chael Proudfoot writes in his comprehensive
survey of aesthetics, "Claims that the subject is
dreary, irrelevant, muddled and misunderstood
have been a persistent theme, not only of recent,
that is to say, post-war, writers, but from the very
start of the subject. Alas, these claims have all

too frequently been justified."14 Part of the prob-
lem, asWittgenstein pointed out in his Philosoph-
ical Investigations, is that the effort to pronounce
any common 'essence' shared by all art, such as
Beauty, Feeling, or aesthetic experience, is
doomed by the sheer variability of what is called
"art." And in his Lectures on Aesthetics15 he
demonstrated the confusions of focusing on the
word "aesthetic" or on aesthetic adjectives rather
than being concerned with the praxial occasions,
activities, and situations in which the arts are put
to use in living. Such problems of aesthetic
philosophy alone provide reason for music teach-
ers to be at least cautious and curious about
important differences between an aesthetic educa-
tion and music education!

As a consequence of their 'weak' and
uncritical philosophy, music teachers typically
remainunaware ofand unconcernedwithmuchof
the important philosophical and thus practical
consequence in their everyday teaching. One such
factor is that professional praxis proceeds accord-
ing to an ethos of commitment: professionals are
ethically obliged to seek results that meet the
needs of those served. Clarity concerning "right
results" and the resulting ethic should be philo-
sophical matters in the 'strong' sense. Aristotle
called the ethical disposition for "right results"
phronesis—the need to observe standards ofcare.
The craft-like technique needed to make a useful
artifact such as a pot, the Greeks called techne.
However, people are not pots. Thus, practical
knowledge for helping people is calledpraxw and
involves the ethical criterion of phronesis. The
care-fullness of phronesis, among other condi-
tions, distinguishes professional praxis frommere
techne. Thus praxis importantly requires critical
reflection on results™ governed by the ethical
commitment to benefit those served in terms of
their needs! Even today, then, acting care-fully
and rightly inbehalfofthose served is a determin-
ing factor of successful praxis in all the helping
professions and is one reasonwhyprofessions and
their practitioners are valued and respected in
society.
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"Training" inMusic Teaching as a Technology
or Craft

Rather than promote this kind of profes-
sional ethic, typical undergraduate music teacher
preparation consists overwhelmingly of musical
training17 with comparatively little instruction
devoted to becoming music educators in schools.
Some extremely basic developmental and educa-
tional psychology is usually taught, but typically
without specific application to the musical needs
of school-age students. Curriculum theory and
sociological and philosophical foundations are
rarely included. Instead, most pre-service teach-
ers are typically trained in an uncritical approach
to teaching in methods (or "methods and materi-
als") classes. The one-sidedness of any class that
emphasizes this or that method to the exclusion of
all others, and the lack of theoretical premises
(especially concerning curriculum), amount to
indoctrination,1* not education. As a result, most
new teachers, being taught no alternatives, blindly
accept and adopt the particular method at stake.

Undaunted by the lack of philosophically
explicit and articulated curricular implications,
many methods classes focus exclusively on mas-
tering teaching strategies as techne. As techne,
then, such classes typically advance no ethical
disposition for reflecting on the lightness ofactual
results for students in holistic terms-that is, in
terms oftheir tangible, lasting pragmatic benefits
for life. Hence, questions concerning how or
whether students can or want to use whatever (or
however little) they may have learned go un-
asked-and thus unanswered!

The techniques andmaterials ofthe adopted
method are considered "practical" if they have
some record-howeverundocumented or critically
unexamined-of simply being put into practice!
Sheerpracticability-capacity forbeingused-then,
becomes the primary criterion, regardless of
whether or not the use of such past practices
successfully achieves pragmatic music learning
that tangibly benefits students in life. This distinc-
tion between mere practicability and the pragma-
tism of results is widely misunderstood in music
education today; in fact, many wrongly assume

that "practical" and "pragmatic" are synonyms
when, in philosophy at least, they simply are not!
In consequence, various tacit, informal, unvali-
dated theories and assumptions held to be practi-
cal lead to a "technicism ofteaching"-teaching as
a kind of assembly-line technology-that very
often falls short ofbeing pragmatic.

The primary concern of such teacher train-
ing is with practicing and mastering the tech-
niques (that is, techne) associated with one or
more methods-as-technologies-what I call
"technicist methods." Thus, with virtually no
understanding ("education") concerning the
ethical bases provided by philosophy and curricu-
lum, most new music teachers begin to practice
the bag oftricks and other various techniques and
strategies imparted by their music education
professors, cooperating teachers, and early on-the-
job mentors. One aspect of such technicist meth-
ods is that they are typically presented as "teacher
proof and as transferable from one school situa-
tion and teacher to another. These technicist
assumptions are erroneous and are widely seen as
responsible for the disempowering, de-
professionalizing, and "de-skilling" of music
teachers.19

Relevance of the Research Base

Many Masters Degree programs in music
education tend to function as in-service programs
and continue to promote "how-to" technicism.
Others, however, see the degree as a stepping-
stone to doctoral study and attempt to prepare
students for the research-based concerns of doc-
toral study. However, the research methods20
taught in many leading universities focus most
frequently on the kind of narrow or otherwise
arcane research that has little likelihoodofmaking
a direct contribution to any unified or comprehen-
sive theory ofteachingmusic or offinding its way
into methods classes. As a result, it has little to
offer the daily needs of teachers. On one hand,
then, technicist methods are typically treated by
advocates as closed systems that, having reached
a certain stage of development simply through
past use, are not believed to need improvement or
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any supporting research base as a context for use.
On the other hand, much research being done in
music education is incomprehensible or irrelevant
to those advancing such technicist conceptions of
teaching methods and, indeed, to most teachers
"in the trenches" who use those methods.

This latter problem arises because most
doctoral theses and other studies in music educa-
tion aspire to the paradigm oífundamental re-
search. Fundamental research seeks to generate
new knowledge for its own sake, rather than for
use. Fundamental researchers, then, are special-
ists who (supposedly) have no direct personal
stake in the results or findings of the research.21
Because fundamental research seeks 'objectivity'
and precision, it takes place under highly con-
trolled laboratory conditions. This precision,
along with the logic of the research design and
protocol, contributes to the internal validity and
reliability22 of results. Since the late nineteenth
century, fundamental research in the social sci-
ences has aspired to the 'objectivity' ofthe physi-
cal sciences,23 and empirical researchers inmusic
education have widely accepted this ideal as
well.24 As a result, fundamental empirical re-
search in music education is often abstract, artifi-
cial, or sterile preciselybecause it cannot and thus
does not deal directly with 'real' or 'real life'
problems in natural (school-based) settings.
Translations, or the applications of such research
to praxis, are not usually obvious to teachers and,
in any case, the kinds of topics researched in
music education often have little direct relevance
forpraxis. The resulting irrelevance or impotence
of findings for teaching praxis weighs against
professionalizing teaching.

Appliedresearch,while typically concerned
with topics having some connection to teaching,
also adheres to the ideal of fundamental research
for 'objectivity' and thus also aspires to arrive at
scientific generalizations or statistical findings
that, in its case, can be adopted by teachers. As a
result, applied research in teaching suffers equally
from the many problems associated with the use
of fundamental research paradigms in the soft
sciences. For example, critics argue that humans
and a created artifact such as music resist mean-

ingful quantification and deny the possibility of
formulating deterministic laws that supposedly
govern all individuals and practices.25

In any case, to the degree that fundamental
research-even in its applied form-takes place in
sterile or controlled situations, it is to that degree
'unreal' (that is, has little or no external validity)
and, therefore, is of limited pragmatic value in the
support of professional teaching praxis.26 Con-
tributing further to this lack ofpragmatism, in any
case, is that virtually all such research concludes
with the mantra that "more research is needed"
before final, 'objective' conclusions can be
reached or generalized for teachers to use. As a
result, teacher educators and music educators
often cannot understand, adapt, or use available
research, even when (for example, for the action
research discussed later in this article) it might
point to some pragmatic help.

Towards Critical Teaching Praxis

Many of the problems of contemporary
society and education, including theprevalence of
technicist methods in music education and music
education research, stem from philosophical
assumptions that have their historical roots in the
"Modernism" spawned by the eighteenth century.
In the seventeenth century, the Age of Reason
opposed authority and revelation-especially the
authority of the Church and of Kings-as valid
sources of knowledge. The resulting Enlighten-
ment of the eighteenth century thus emphasized
pure reason as the path to true (that is, 'objec-
tive') knowledge. However, this resulted in two
incompatible developments. First, being pure,
reason was held to transcend time and space (that
is, is transcendental), thus making tmeknowledge
independent of the sensory world. But secondly,
and in contradiction, the (new) scientific method
thatwas rooted exclusively in sensoryobservation
resulted in a mechanistic view of nature as gov-
erned by laws ofcause and effect. The dialectical
tension between the antitheses of philosophical
idealism (that is, Rationalism) and scientific
materialism (that is, Empiricism) took "modem-
ist" form in the Enlightenment, and remains
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unresolved today.27
Rationalism holds that knowledge, truth,

and beauty are matters of pure reason and that
reason is a 'faculty' possessed by individual
minds. Empiricism, on the otherhand, argues that
reason can only relate or synthesize ideas and
facts that arise from the senses. Kant's "critical
philosophy" held that both were wrong. In his
Critique ofPure Reason (1781) and the Critique
of Practical Reason (1788), Kant argued that
reason actively constitutes experience to begin
with by subjecting sensory data to categories of
rational judgment that exist in the mind prior to
experience. For him, reason is both transcenden-
tal andpractical-it transcends yet producespartic-
ular experiences. It is an active 'faculty' of
synthesis where the mind creates the unity of
consciousness we experience as the 'world' by
imposing its inherent "categories of understand-
ing" on sensation. In other words, logical catego-
ries of the mind actively produce 'reality' as it
appears (that is, phenomena) instead of discover-
ing 'reality' in some pure form or essence
(noumena). In general, modernist philosophers
have traditionally regarded knowledge-pure or
practical-as largely a result of either the logic or
synthesizing of an individual mind.

However, Hegel (1770-1831) followed the
"practical" or synthesizing side of Kant's thesis
and argued that reason is not a faculty of an
individual mind but a dynamic historicalproduct.
Rather than pure transcendence, then, reason
develops fromtheprogressive elaboration ofideas
implicit in social and cultural institutions. Thus,
rationality and all its cultural products arisewithin
the context of situated human interaction in
response to historical developments. Reason
involves, then, reflection on situated experience
that is, subsequently, critically analyzed and
interpreted. Individuals and their rational capaci-
ties are both products of the historical unfolding
of ideas. Rationality is dialectical: the situated
person and the historically located situation are as
rationally necessary to knowledge as hot and cold
are to temperature.

From Kant's epistemology via Hegel, the
study of knowledge took two diverging routes:

philosophical and social theory. Some (mainly
analytic) philosophers have continued to be
concerned largely with the individual mind as the
source (via reason) of understanding, truth, and
beauty. Theories concerning the social construc-
tion ofknowledge (in both sociology and philoso-
phy), on the other hand, have been concernedwith
the social interactions of individuals within a
historically situated context as the producers of
knowledge.28 In particular, then, the study of the
social construction of knowledge, social reality,
and "social objects" 29 (such as art and music) is
concerned with the logic of social processes and
forces that condition both the form and the con-
tent ofknowledge and everyday reality, as experi-
enced and amplified through institutional and
social filters and influences of various kinds.

In the early stages of what is now called
"the sociology ofknowledge," Karl Marx (1818-
83) andFriedrichEngels (1 820-95) turned abrupt-
ly from Hegel's philosophical epistemology to
political, economic, and social theory, arguing
that a "false consciousness" rooted in economic
class interests and ideology distorted socially
constructed knowledge. However, soon after,
Karl Mannheim (1887-1947), the father of the
sociology of knowledge, stipulated instead that
many kinds of social conditions and ideologies,
not just economic class interests, directly influ-
ence the content and formation of knowledge.
Moreover, he was concerned not only to reaffirm
the false consciousness that results from any
ideology; he also proposed that socially detached
intellectuals could lead the way to creating the
social conditions forundistortedknowledge. This
prepared the Frankfurt School of Critical Theo-
rists (such as Max Horkheimer, Theodore W.
Adomo, Herbert Marcuse, Eric Fromm, and
Jürgen Habermas) and postmodernists (such as
Hans-Georg Gadamer, Jacques Derrida, and
Michel Foucault) to critique the Enlightenment
concept of rationality as a 'faculty' and, instead,
to understand it as a product of historically situ-
ated social institutions and practices. Thus these
social theories engage in "ideology critique" or
"deconstruction" of modernist institutions, doc-
trines, and other forms of received knowledge
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based on ideas of pure reason.
The Frankfurt School of Critical Theory

involved various kinds of social theorists associ-
ated with the Frankfurt (Germany) Institute of
Social Research, founded in 1922. Its influence
continues today principally in the second genera-
tion Critical Theory of Jürgen Habermas. In
addressing critically the two incompatible legacies
of the Enlightenment-Rationalism and Empiri-
cism-Habermas has continued to seek an ideal of
universally valid and normative principles of
logical consistency in terms of standards ofprag-
matic social reality and discourse ethics.30 In
particular, Habermas has addressed the problem-
atic separation of abstract theoria and pragmatic
social praxis by stressing that an individual's (or
a researcher's) understanding requires participa-
tion in the "lifeworld" under examination; and
that the separation between theory and practice
can be bridged by analysis and interpretation (that
is, hermeneutics) of social 'logic'.31

Critical Theorists, regardless of their many
other differences, see positivistic science (and its
handmaiden oftechnology) as having taken reason
to a perverse and dysfunctional extreme that
impedes and not enables the social progress
sought by Enlightenment philosophes and Mod-
ernism. In evidence, they (and with them,
postmodernists) point to wars and other social and
economic problems that hardly constitute the
benefits of reason and science the Enlightenment
fathers had promised. Such problems lead to
social "crises" rather than the progress claimed by
the "instrumental rationality" and positivism of
the Enlightenment that treats people as things.
These social crises create, therefore, themounting
need for modernist institutions to legitimate their
ideological claims by advocacy and other rational-
izations.32

Given such mounting social problems,
Critical Theory rejects positivism as being irratio-
nally ideological. For Critical Theory, an ideol-
ogy legitimates and advances the vested interests
of a dominant (that is, socially or economically
powerful) class as being universal and thus as in
the best interest of dominated groups, whether or
not such groups agree.33 In this view, the ideology

of positivism amounts to a relentless subordina-
tion of reason to an idolatrous faith in objective,
technicist solutions to humanproblems. By itself,
such "instrumental reason" (as Habermas calls it)
denies the subjective, interpretative, intentional
aspects of human agency and ignores the "life-
world" that needs to be considered in any rational
understanding.

People develop the false consciousness
created bypositivist-technicist ideologywhen, for
example, they expect and accept technicist quick
fixes to or "social engineering" ofsocial problems
(usually new laws, new programs, changes of
government policy, and so on). Similarly, teach-
ers engage in false consciousness as a result of
positivist ideologywhen they look for progress in
the form of this or that new program, technicist
method, curriculum, or software package, and so
on; or who accept, in the face of virtually no
conclusive evidence, that the use of the computer
and other technology necessarily represents
progress over othermedia of instruction.34 Haber-
mas is centrally critical ofjust such claims ofany
"what works," of technicist claims extrapolated
from such research and ofthe false consciousness
promoted by such positivism.

Methodolatry in Music Education

As seen by Habermas, the Enlightenment's
focus on reason as a faculty turned into the ««rea-
son of scientific positivism that denies 'subjec-
tive' values and variables by making a false idol
of 'objective facts' and technicist solutions to
humanproblems-particularly any technicism that
denies or otherwise controls human choice and
subjectivity. Rather than use reason in search of
so-called absolute, scientific, 'objective' facts,
Habermas' Theory of Communicative Action
proposes to employ human reason-often collec-
tively^-in ways that free people to choose and to
act rationally in meeting situated needs that are
always value-laden, for example, in teaching.

In this respect, HabermasianCritical Theory
is also critical of any kind of "merely academic"
philosophy or theory that cannot be put into
practice, or that leads in any way to disempower-
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ing human beings by taking away their capacities
for reason and thus for control over their own
lives-for example, teachers. In the critical view,
human meaning is not 'caused' by impersonal,
'objective' laws or nomic determinism. Rather,
meaning is an internal creation: agents (such as
students, but also teachers) act so as to achieve
valued goals, needs, purposes, and intentions.
Agents are the 'cause' of their own personal
meaning (or lack thereof). Personal knowledge is
therefore the opposite of and the antidote for
impersonal, abstract, theoretical, 'objective,' or
fundamental knowledge for its own sake-that is,
theoria.36 Personal knowledge is the source and
product of agency in personal affairs and thus of
change in human affairs, such as schools and
society.

A second trait ofHabermas' Critical Theory
relevant to teaching is the attention given to
recognizing (read as, re-cognizing) the situated-
ness ofrationality as both a means and as an end
of becoming fully human. This means that true
knowledge must take into account historical,
social, subjective, contextual, personal, interpreta-
tive, collective, and situational factors, and no less
so in educational and musical matters than in any
other human undertakings. Humans are not
simply things; they formulate purposes and goals
in terms of perceived needs that are always
uniquely situated. Having such intentionality,
they are thus agents who can act rationally toward
fulfilling those needs. Humans and their situa-
tions-namely teachers, students, and schools-are
not interchangeable! They vary according to
different needs, goals, and intentions and unique
restraints and local opportunities ofthe governing
situation-for example, themany situatedvariables
governing music teaching. Unlike technicist
approaches, the "lifeworlds" of teachers and the
students they teach simply cannot be ignored if
teaching is to be a professional praxis.

Research that ignores such "interpretative
categories"37 reduces students and teachers alike
to abstractions that are unreal. Any knowledge
gained from researching them as though they are
'things' amounts at most to theoria that, as pure
knowledge or impersonal techne, cannot apply

directly to the important variables of human
praxis and between people. The academic or
theoretical quality of such knowledge or techni-
cism is also due to its "elsewhereness"38: it comes
from elsewhere than the particular situations that
need improvement. In education, it comes from
the Ivory Tower, not from teachers in the
trenches. Because of this "elsewhereness" it is
altogetherunlikely that positivist research-funda-
mental or applied-can or will help shape practice
in this school, for this teacher, in these circum-
stances, with this student, on this day.

A critical theory ofeducation (including of
music education) begins, then, by (1) being criti-
cal ofpositivist research that makes a technology
ofteaching by denying the "interpretative catego-
ries" and other situated variables of individual
teachers and students. However, while acknowl-
edging the importance for rational conduct of
recognizing such variables, it is (2) nonetheless
equally critical of the kinds of subjective teacher
knowledge (for example, uncritical opinion,
belief, and faith) that rely solely on techne
(technicist methods of instruction used as a tech-
nology) and that thus ignore the ethical commit-
ment (phronesis) of praxis to produce beneficial
and lasting results for students. The uncritical
acceptance of technicist methods-as-curriculum
is seen, then, as a false consciousness that abdi-
cates personal and ethical responsibility for
rational and reflective professional praxis by
acceding to a technical, modernist, "factory
model" of teaching and learning that denies stu-
dents' interpretative categories and thus treats
them as 'things'-as 'products' produced by stan-
dardized techne and subjected to the "quality
control" ofuniform standards as though theywere
pots.

In the view of"critical education science,"39
such concern with mere techne makes teaching a
craft not a profession, because the teacher is more
like an assembly-line worker in a factory than a
creative and critical professional.40 Today, unlike
professionals in most other fields, teachers (in-
cluding music teachers) regularly ignore or are
unconcerned with the latest research: their train-
ing has stressed only teaching as a technology,
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and turning to research as a basis for praxis does
not even occur to most. As we have seen, how-
ever, being a professional requires the kind of
education that not only enables but also commits
the professional to get "right results" for those
served. But because many music teachers typi-
cally lack this ability for a thoughtful and critical
professional perspective, what they consider to be
practical knowledge is simply what they think
they canput into practice in their particular situta-
tion.41

Music teachers also typically (andwrongly)
assume that othermusic teachers experiencemore
or less the same "real world"; that other teachers
are proceeding inbasically similarways with only
inconsequential variations.42 However, music
teachers are typically in touch onlywith their own
teaching circumstances, their own music sub-
specialty, their local teaching circumstances, their
ownmusic sub-specialty in their school, and then-
own personal and teaching paradigms. Thus each
does his or her "own thing" with little understand-
ing or concern for differences among other teach-
ers. From the perspective of critical education
and curriculum theory, then, teachers tend to err
as much inthe directionofunwarrantedsubjectiv-
ity as positivists do in the direction offalse objec-
tivity]

One reason this unwarranted individuality is
even possible43 is that teachers have few real-life
consequences against which to evaluate their
teaching! Failure in the health professions, for
example, is dramatically obvious. Music teachers
lack a comparable basis for consensus concerning
real-world outcomes. Arriving at such consensus
concerning the real-world uses and value ofmusic
and music education should be the function of
curriculum theory and formal curriculum plan-
ning. Nevertheless, instead of engaging in the
thoughtful diagnosis oflocal conditions and ofthe
philosophy needed to "write curriculum,"44 many
music teachers instead adopt this or that technicist
method as the curriculum and proceed to teach
zY-the "method"-in the name of "curriculum"!45
However, as we have seen, being critically reflec-
tive ofinstruction in terms ofthe tangible benefits
for students is not normally an ingredient of

technicist methods. Focus, instead, is solely on
the teacher's delivery ofinstruction via the "tools"
unique to the method. Unlike successful carpen-
ters, then, technicist-minded teachers first choose
their tools and then proceed to use them without
a blueprint to guide or evaluate the result!

The problem is not that the tools (the teach-
ing strategies, activities, lessons, materials, and so
on) are necessarily faulty. Rather, the problem is
the technicist assumption that the tools are "the
curriculum" by themselves, regardless of what
they may or may not regularly produce! In fact,
many of the tools of such methods can often be
detached from slavish technicism. Sometimes
they have been applied effectively under the
conditions ofprofessional praxis described earlier
where lasting results, not the tools used, are the
criteria forprofessional praxis. Just as it is not the
tools tiiat make a good carpenter but how success-
fully and to what ends they are used, so in music
teaching a wealth of tools exists that can be
mindfully used when guided by valid curricular
outcomes andprofessional accountability for right
results.

Lacking such curricular ideals as the basis
for ethical accountability, actual outcomes of
technicist use ofteaching tools (ifany) tends to be
relevant only to the classroom rather than to the
world outside of school. School music-parti-
cularly participation in large ensembles-becomes
more of an adolescent social activity confined to
the school years and, therefore, promotes little
"transfer of learning" or subsequent use to life
outside of school or in adult years to come. To
refer again to the carpentry analogy, the situation
can be compared to teaching "the concept" of
sawing, hammering, chiseling, and routing as
isolated activities or skills, leaving students totally
unable and uninterested in ever building anything
for use in the real world outside the classroom. In
music teaching, in any case, the results of techni-
cist teaching are far too often inconsistent, vari-
able, unpredictable, and otherwise ineffective for
promoting themusical competence andvalues that
empower regular and independent46 "musicing" in
students' lives now and for the future.47

Nonetheless, such problematic results
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remain unconnected in the minds ofmusic teach-
ers with the use of their particular method. These
craft-techniques have been passed on from one
teacher to another in standard formularies; or,
teachers develop eclectic technicist methods of
their own by piecing together "teaching ideas,"
strategies, and lesson plans from various
sources-including, most notably, the "show-and-
tell" kinds of "how-to" sessions usually featured
at technicist in-service workshops and music
teacher conferences. However, neither the stan-
dardized technicist methods and materials nor the
eclectic technicism of teachers who quickly
become complacent with their own way of doing
things are typically rooted in any critical, musical,
curricular, or educational philosophy or curricular
theory beyond the kind of largely unstated, taken-
for-granted assumptions discussed earlier. Techni-
cist methods thus become taken for granted; the
methods themselves are thus taught without
significant, prior consideration as to' "good for
what ends?" The personal, social, and musical
goods-that is, what in life music is "good for"-to
which such methods of instruction are but means
or tools get ignored or are taken for granted as the
automatic and routine benefits ofmerely deliver-
ing instruction via the method.

Technicist methods, then, simply take the
educational value of musical experience for
granted and, using their preferred tools, they
induce musical "experiences" of various kinds
that, in turn, are automatically equated as valuable
learning. In effect the claim is that good results
arise simply from the standard use of a good
method.48 "Song series" and "instrumental meth-
ods" are organized and advertised self-sufficient
curriculums that are virtually teacher-proof; the
"scope and sequence" of instruction is organized
into pre-planned lessons the teacher follows and
delivers with little or no supplemental planning,
thought, or evaluation.49 Wim such teaching,
there is typically no evaluation of either the
immediate effectiveness or long-term benefits of
instruction; standard delivery of the accepted
method alone is the good in question! Once a
teacherhas achieved a certain standard delivery of
themethod, then, the goodness and the benefits of

results are taken for granted. However, whenever
technical skill alone produces taken-for-granted
ends, only techne (craftsmanship) can be at stake,
not professional praxis. It may be possible to
throw away or ignore poor results in pot making,
but poor, non-beneficial results from a craft-
approach to teaching music only worsen the
problem.

This blind faith in and devotion to a techni-
cist method is what I have chosen to refer to as
"methodolatry": the unreasonable reverence and
blind faith that amounts to idolatry. From the
perspective of methodolatry, then, "good teach-
ing" is simply a matter of the standard use of a
"good method." And since the method itself is
deemed good before the fact of use, and the
training in the delivery of the method is standard-
ized, any failure of students to learn-ifnoticed at
all 50-is attributed by default to 'uncontrolled
variables' such as lack of practice, no talent, no
"musical intelligence," parental laxity, too much
television, lack of budget, scheduling problems,
society, and so on.

Instead of having developed the kind of
musical literacy in general music classes claimed
as "basic" by virtually all technicist methods (that
is, the ability to read, write, perform, and under-
stand music independent of a teacher), then, far
too many students give every indication ofhaving
been turned off to music class. Instead of being
musically impassioned and empowered, by the
late elementary grades general music students
progressively realize that, in comparison to their
other school studies, what theyhave so far learned
of music is not of much use or interest and thus
they see it as having little value beyond its fun for
the moment in school. As a result, discipline
problems and other results ofthe musical "endull-
ment" ofstudents51 are increasingly commonwith
the approach of early adolescence. Though they
certainly continue to have musical lives outside
school music, general music graduates avoid high
school elective classes and reveal no lasting or
positive effect ofmusic instmction on their out-
of-school lives.

As far as instrumental ensembles are con-
cerned, only weeks or months after starting les-
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sons, a significant percentage of instrumental
students forsake further study.52 Even those who
do continue, and those in chorus, study only a
narrow range of literature and learn an equally
limited range of musicianship skills. For the
typical ensemble, the curriculum amounts to little
more than the literatureperformed. Contributing
to the lack of lasting musical learning and future
participation is that various social needs and
goals, rather than musical intentions, are too often
the focus of student participation.53 Thus, the
independent musicianship and sense of personal
musical relevance that might serve throughout life
fail to develop, and performing most usually
comes to an abmpt halt with graduation. Though
they may have fond recollections of their ensem-
ble experience, any tangible "value-added" to
graduates' musical lives or society is not evident
as a basis for a teacher's ethical (professional)
accountability. Nonetheless, the belief persists
that performing "good music" to high perfor-
mance levels alone amounts to an effective and
worthwhilemusic (oraesthetic) educationthat has
lasting benefits outside of school music and in
adult life.

Empowering Critical and Reflective Teaching
Praxis

Professionalizing music teaching requires
ideology critique that identifies, along with
methodolatry, paradigms, ideologies, and other
alienating conditions or impediments to bringing
about "right results" for students. To undertake
such a professionally empowering analysis, music
teachers need to use disciplined critical thinking
derived from supporting disciplines and curricu-
lum theory. Such analysis is largely a matter of
first asking, "What is music good for?" The
question, "What is good music?" is answered
secondarily in terms of how well this or that
music serves particular praxial goods in
life-musical benefits the student as future adult is
able to and wants to put into personal use after
school music is completed. "Good music teach-
ing," as a professional ethic of accountability, is
determined by how successfully a teacher can

predictably bring about musical results, the
"value-added" nature ofwhich is abundantly clear
to learners and society.

To be critical professionals, then, music
teachers need to identify social, political, eco-
nomic, and other ideological forces that prevent
them from empowering students musically. An
autobiographical approach to ideology critique
involves self-critical evaluation of the various
forces, influences, institutions, andparadigms that
have conditioned the teacher's own beliefs and
assumptions and that continue to influence teach-
ing. It amounts to asking, "How did I acquire my
guiding beliefs and convictions andwhy do I hold
them so strongly?"; and "What factors and influ-
ences in my own history have narrowedmy think-
ing?" Particularly important is to ask, "How
much ofwhat and how I teach have I uncritically
accepted on the basis of how I've been taught?"
Themantra, "Teachers teach as theywere taught,"
is a truism and is arguably the single most impor-
tant variable for the lack ofthe kind ofprogress in
teaching that has characterized other professions!

Another approach to ideology critique is
immanent critique-Ûie use of the claims made in
behalfofmusic teaching (by the field in general,
advocates ofmethodolatry, curriculumdocuments,
'curriculummerchants,' and so on) as the criteria
forjudging its "value-added" in terms ofconcrete
and lasting benefits for students. When, for
example, instruction does not in fact regularly
produce results where "music (of the kind taught
in schools) is basic" to the lives of students, then
the ideological overtones of that claim are re-
vealed, as is the need to reconsider in far more
depth exactly what "basic" should mean in terms
of students' actual musical lives. Where "under-
standing" information and concepts about music
does not result in an "aesthetic appreciation" of
music, to use another common example, then
more thought is needed concerning how, when,
where, and why music is "appreciated"-the need,
in other words, to identify the most important
kinds ofpraxis in society that are evidence of the
valuing ofmusic.

By identifying the alienating influences of
ideologically induced false consciousness, teach-
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ers are more empowered to be effective agents of
their own professional judgments and intentions.
Ideology critique, however, also benefits from
open, reasoned, and un-coerced communication
among teachers that is devoted to reaching a
reasoned consensus as to valued ends. In addition
to deliberation concerning such ends, communica-
tive competence14 must also characterize func-
tional interactions between music teachers and
other teachers, administrators, parents, and the
various social forces at work in society and the
local community.

Communicative competence requires both
critical thinking and awareness,55 and critical
argumentation. These involve, first, the ability to
analyze an issue, contention, assumption, para-
digm, or ideology in terms ofits history and logic;
then to argue selflessly and self-reflectively the
fruits ofthat analysis in the direction of increased
empowerment of all concerned. In this regard,
"teachers 'become critical '-not in the sense that
they become negativistic or complaining, but in
the sense that they gather their intellectual and
strategic capacities, focus them on a particular
issue and engage them in critical examination"56
of their teaching praxis. "Arguing," in this con-
structive sense, is not a matter of bickering and
debating but ofreasoning, offering evidence, and
otherwise attempting to reach a mutually satisfy-
ing agreement or resolution.

A "critical teacher," then, is critically
aware of the perils of positivism and, therefore,
avoids uncritical methodolatry or any other kind
of technological solution to teaching problems.
The critical teacher also understands that being a
professional is not just a local or individual mat-
ter; it is the responsibility of each member of a
self-critical community where professional com-
petence is judged in terms of benefits for those
served. This responsibility requires each teacher
to constantly engage in the kind of ideology
critique that, on one hand, identifies dysfunctional
interpretative categories that impede "right re-
sults" and, on the other, that identifies institu-
tional ideologies or other obstructions to fully
empowered professional praxis and results.57 It
requires, therefore, the kind of self-reflective

analysis and inter-personal communication that is
balanced in rationally seeking to overcome the
coercion ofideologywhile simultaneously avoid-
ing self-deception and false consciousness.

Withprogressive agreement on suchmatters
within a critical community of music teach-
ers-where "community" is as small as the faculty
ofan individual school and as potentially large as
all music educators-Critical Theory next points to
the need for social actionplans ofchange agency
by which such knowledge can be translated into
professional praxis. 58 In this view, to profession-
alize their teaching, music teachersmust empower
themselves to retain the fullest possible control
overprofessional judgment and action. Ifthey do
not work toward such progressive empowerment,
they will be correspondingly unable to empower
their students musically (or otherwise). Empow-
erment does not mean some Utopian or ideal state
of freedom from oppressive ideologies; it in-
volves, instead, increasing the range of rational
choices and ability to accomplish what is chosen.

Being empowered, then, is being informed
fully enough to diagnose and deal effectivelywith
the predictable conditions (what teachers call "the
reality") of a situation in a way that most fully
maximizes results for that situation-that is, in the
same way a physician diagnoses the unique situa-
tion presented by each patient. Being empowered
is also a matter ofbeing fully able to choose and
act rationally in ways that also accord
others-colleagues and students-a similar scope of
action. An empowered teacher, then, empowers
students by increasing the scope of musical
choices and capabilities by which they can musi-
cally self-actualize independently of the teacher.

In order to empower music teachers who
can similarly empower their own students, music
teachers' choices concerning instruction and
curriculum need to be empowered during teacher
preparation rather than narrowed along the lines
of this or that technicist method, this or that
musical exclusivity, this or that ideology. Accord-
ingly, teacher educators themselves need to
engage in their own ideology critique and to
develop the kind ofcritical awareness that avoids
the disempowering effects of methodolatry on
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new teachers and on music education in general.
To this end, as well, more well rounded future
professors are needed who will prepare the next
generation of teachers. Against the still current
emphasis on positivistic research, doctoral candi-
dates must be empowered to study, do, and criti-
cally employ, to their own teaching and to die
"value-added" ends ofmusic education, relevant
research from philosophy, history, social and
curriculum theory, as well as from educational
and developmental psychology. Such theoreti-
cally informed praxis on the part ofprofessors and
the professionalized teachers they educate is
needed for the same reasons that medical doctors
must deal at praxial levels with the findings of
many supporting disciplines.

Action-Based Music Curriculum

The factors analyzed so far for the
professionalizing of music education ultimately
depend on action-based curriculum59 and action
research. As to the first, teachers need to have a
well-developed critical awareness of and critical
strategies for curriculum development in music
education. Methodolatry, with its faith in techni-
cist methods and corresponding inattention to an
ethic ofaccountability, has simply not predictably
produced the "right results" for most students.
Viewed from the perspective of immanent cri-
tique, aesthetics-based assumptions, with their
emphasis on developing a connoisseurship of
listening, have also failed to make the claimed
impact on typical students. In order to nurture
lasting and useful musical learning, then, action-
based theory witii its emphasis on music as
praxis-a "doing," now and for the future-holds
forth promise for the "value-added" claims of
music education as an institution.

Results of such teaching and learning are
tangible and thus can function in a teacher's ethic
of accountability. More important, the "goods"
claimed by such theory are clearly "right results"
that enhance students' cognitive andmusical skills
and add musical values to life. They are sug-
gested by the types of musicing most available
and likely in society and, for that reason, can

serve as a basis for agreement on the part of
different music teachers-at least in the same
school.

In an action-based curriculum, projected
outcomes based on commonmodels from society
take the form of action ideals^-ideal directions
that point to the most likely kinds of pragmatic
uses for music (that is, varieties of musical
praxis). Focus on such musical praxis empowers
students to bring music to life-to their lives and
throughout life, as an actively impassioned life-
shaping force rather than the "it's nice if you can
afford it" assessment often heard in justifying
reduction of resources for music in schools.
Action ideals, then, identify the phronesis-the
ethical commitment ofa teacher-for certain "right
results" for students in the same way that "good
health" is a guiding ideal ofmedical professionals.
Curricular action ideals are the focus of instruc-
tion and the outcomes promoted are the "value-
added" benefits of music teaching to education
and to life.

Curricular action ideals are not "idealistic"
in the sense ofbeing Utopian; they are ideal in the
sense that, for example, the action ideal of "good
health" in medicine has no single or perfect
manifestation, yet it guides day-to-day medical
practice. Action ideals, then, point in certain ideal
directions (for example, working towards a "good
marriage") that can be realized in some form or
degree and thus recognized (for example, "They
have a good marriage!"), but that can always be
improved (that is, a "good marriage" is dynamic
and evolving), or that are instantiated in infinitely
variable ways (that is, "good marriage" varies
according to the couple).

In music, then, the teacher who writes a
curricular action ideal, say, for"amateurparticipa-
tion in chamber groups" (such as, duets, trios, and
so on) can work in this direction without any
single outcome or overly narrow literature in
mind.61 The praxial dimension of a praxis-based
curriculum focuses first, then, on exemplars of
common forms of musicing and teaches "to" or
"toward" thosemodels by employing a representa-
tive range of just such kinds of musicing fre-
quently and directly as instruction. In the case of
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chamber music, for example, the curriculum
would include significant instructional time to
providing andpromoting various types ofchamber
participation (and literatures). Regular and holis-
tic participation of this kind develops, while
students are still in school, the functional skills
that are needed for such musicing outside of
school and throughout life. Just as importantly, it
models the satisfactions of such musical involve-
ment for the future.

In modeling the praxial dimension holisti-
cally through regular instruction, each action ideal
also involves a musicianship dimension. This
concerns the knowledge and skill minimally
needed to be able to take part independently and
profitably in one or more of the exemplars identi-
fied, at least as beginners. For example, writing
an action ideal in an ensemble curriculum for
"listeningwith informed discrimination and satis-
faction" would not assume that such listening
competence is the automatic consequence of
participation. Instead, instruction would be
devoted specifically to developing listening skills
in connection with various performance media
and styles. Self-monitoring (listening) would also
be approached praxially rather than have the
teacher (or conductor) identify all errors and
remedies. Furthermore, instructional attention to
the qualities that guide and inform the goodness of
a particular musical praxis would empower stu-
dents to perform or to listen to such music inde-
pendently ofthe teacher in the future. Finally, in
an action-based curriculum focused on lifelong
musical involvement, for each action ideal there is
also an attitude dimension devoted to identifying
and hence eliciting the attitudes, values, and
rewards that promote the likelihood that students
will typically want to take part in one or more
such forms of musicing outside of and after
graduation from school. To meet this crucial
need, teachers must insure, first of all, that learn-
ing is effective, but also that it results directly and
efficiently in noticeable progress that benefits
students' musical satisfactions now-not at some
indefinite time assumed in the future. Instruction
does not engage in force-feeding information,
stressing isolated skill-drill that turns students off,

"experiencing" abstract concepts, or teaching
other content and understanding that is said to be
'essential' or 'basic' because "someday" the
student might want or need to use it. Instead, it
promotes and models the personal pleasures and
rewards of the musical praxis at stake. "Some-
day," for an action-based curriculum is "now"!
Only then can teachers be accountable that their
instructionhas resulted in functional learning, and
that such learning is valued by students enough to
influence the likelihood they will want to use it
for futuremusicing. Ifthey show little ornegative
interest now, there is no good reason to assume
the future magically will be different.

Without such direct curricularconnection to
musical empowerment in life, music education
will remain "merely academic" in its effects and
thus limited to the classroom and school years.
When such real-life consequences are themeasure
ofsuccess in both teaching and learning, teaching
music will possess the clearest guidance of"right
results" necessary to direct and evaluate profes-
sional praxis-just as such real-life outcomes guide
and determine success in any profession. The
real-life pragmatic results that characterize action
ideals inmusic, therefore, constitute the direction
and effects of learning. The interests that moti-
vate such learning-"knowledge-constitutive inter-
ests," as Habermas calls them-become "critical"
interests when they free the individual to become
more fully rational and therefore more fully
actualized through music.62

In this view, music knowledge and respon-
siveness is never (asproposed by aesthetic theory)
pure, disinterested, or detached from everyday
concerns oruse. Interests, needs, goals, purposes,
and intentions always shape the knowledge at
work in or required for a musical praxis and its
context. Thus, the capacity for praxis, musical or
otherwise,

is in most cases not me same tiling for
different people under different circum-
stances. It is purpose-relative, and die
purposes of individuals involved in the
activity vary. It is also situation—or
experience—relative, in tie sense tiiat it
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depends on me materials to which me
rules [of die praxis, viz., musicianship
skills] are applied. Differences in pur-
poses lead to differences in experience,
and this means differences inme informa-
tion tiiat is fed into me system.63

Serving such "critical knowledge-interests" in
music empowers music teachers to be more fully
effective in their rational attempts to bring music
to life for students. The direct curricular model-
ing ofsuch interests by instruction also promotes
the intentions guiding acquisition of practical
musicianship skills in ways that progressively
empower students to be musically active inde-
pendently of the teacher, and in diverse ways.
The "calling" that leads many to teaching is also
rewarded in tangible and professionally satisfying
ways when students are empowered.

A second condition for teaching to become
more of a professional praxis is the need to offer
curriculum (that is, action ideals) and instruction
(that is, methods andmaterials) in connectionwith
action research.64 Unlike fundamental research,
action research does not seek to make sweeping,
law-like generalizations about learning that canbe
directly employed as 'objective,' universal, "how-
to" kinds of technicism and "what-works"
methodolatry. Instead, teachers undertake it with
a view to improving their own teaching-individ-
ually, or as a cooperating group. After an instruc-
tional or curricularproblem is defined as precisely
as possible, hypotheses of possible solutions are
posed. The action hypotheses selected are tested
on the job and the results observed, recorded,
analyzed, and, if successful, used for the (new)
future in that situation.

Instead ofattempting to arrive at the truth as
an absolutely certain or objective law, action
research attempts to directly improve the pragma-
tism ofresults, whether for an individual teacher
or for the collective improvement of a group of
teachers. Any loss ofprecision in the quantifying,
law-like sense sought by fundamental research is
overcome by action research in the suitability of
its results to conditions ofactual practice. Action
research, by its very nature, avoids the

"elsewhereness" alreadymentioned that character-
izes most fundamental research. For the teacher-
as-action-researcher,

at times, uie 'research' will be only a
restless, enquiring attitude about teaching
and curriculum; at otiier times, a particu-
lar domain of strategic action will be
selected for more sustained, systematic
enquiry. In me latter case, we may speak
of a 'research project'. . . In this area,
actions taken will be regarded as 'tenta-
tive' or 'experimental' (tiiough diey will
be deliberately mought through), die
language in which actions are described
and understood will be critically exam-
ined, social consequences will be scruti-
nized and reflected upon, and die situa-
tion in which action takes place will be
examined to see how it creates and con-
strains me potential of die chosen strat-
egy·65

Teachers do not have to do actual experiments,
then; when a teacher's day-to-day practice in-
volves systematic critical reflection and care-
fullness, the teacher is doing action research,
however informally. Under such everyday condi-
tions, the curriculum ideal serving a lesson is
understood as a hypothesis, the value of which
needs to be tested over time. The teaching tech-
niques and materials chosen for any lesson are
also treated experimentally and their short-term
effects noted. If not successful, the process
continues until the problem is appropriately
addressed.66 Exactly such critical and self-reflec-
tive practice, ofcourse, is what everyone expects
from a helping profession.

In sum, action research forprofessionalizing
teaching is primarily a matter of music teachers
trying to improve their own teaching. Results are
generalized only for that teacher (or group), in
that situation, and only for the near future. How-
ever, results ofaction research can and need to be
communicated to otherpractitioners. The develop-
ment of strategies that have value beyond the
originating situation-employed always in terms of
supporting theoretical premises rather than as
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technicist "recipes"-can eventually lead to a range
of "common practices" for reaching certain
widely agreed upon curricular ideals that become
part of'theprofessional standards bywhich teach-
ing practice can be evaluated. This represents the
general historical process by which professional
standards have developed in the major helping
professions.

Fromthe perspective ofCritical Theory, the
attempt at imposing standards on teachers from
above is just one more technology of "social
engineering" that makes teachers even more
uncritically dependent on institutional ideologies
and therefore less rational agents of their own
phronesis ofpraxis. Standards, in both the critical
and professional sense, are not properly imposed
from above: doing so just results in more
"elsewhereness." Professional standards in the
helping professions are matters of whether indi-
vidual praxis meets the conditions of "common
practice" defined in terms of the guiding ideals
and ethic for "right results" in question. Thus
professional standards in this sense are standards
of ethical care, not standardized practices or
standard results. In music teaching they reflect
widely shared competence and accountability in
successfully developing student competence with
and valuing of the ideal musical practices in
question. The process of securing consensus on
such curricular ideals for music teaching should
begin by educating music teachers to be critical
educators in the sense argued earlier. This has
entirely different implications for music teacher
preparation and professionalism than does the
imposition ofnational, state, or local standards on
uncritical teaching technicians.

Action research depends on consulting
applicable research findings-including empirical
findings-in generating the hypotheses that will
tested in action. Stripped of positivist implica-
tions-notably that such findings somehow point
directly to a technology of "what works"67-
empirical research can and should be part of the
research consulted.68 Thus teachers-as-action-
researchers must be more broadly and critically
educated concerning general findings in psychol-
ogy, sociology, and philosophy rather than trained

in the exclusive use of a particular technology of
teaching. Such professionalizing study should
progress at subsequent degree levels and, just as
important, through various continuing education
formats that stress teaching praxis in terms ofits
theoretical warrants and conditions. Teachers-as-
researchers also must learn to be analytically
critical of the manner in which research findings
are employed in support of improving praxis.
And, they must be able to communicate all such
findings effectively to other teachers, and to
administrators and parents.

To professionalize and improve praxis,
then, much more than musical ability is involved.
Musical competence is certainly a necessary
condition of teaching success, but it is not a
sufficient condition. Where conservatory training
consumes the preponderance of music teacher
preparation, important aspects ofteaching profes-
sionalism are left un-addressed.69 In addition to
musical competence, then, music teachers will
become professionals to the degree they become
competent in critically putting research findings
and curricular theory and philosophy concerning
both teaching and music into practice through
action research.

Conclusions

A profession depends in part upon a rea-
soned and reasonablepragmatic consensus among
a critical community ofpractitioners concerning
the nature of the ideal benefits (action ideals)
towards which the praxis is devoted and by which
it is evaluated. Professionalpraxis, then, involves
an ethical commitment to getting the "right re-
sults" (phronesis)-meaning, tangible results that
musically empower students throughout life.
Such results are the "value-added" criteria that
music teaching needs to address in order to com-
pare favorably with the contributions of other
helping professions.

Further, music education cannot be consid-
ered a profession if teachers continue to practice
uncritically and unreflectively in accordance with
received traditions of various technicist meth-
ods-that is, by treating teaching as simply techne
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or craft and students as interchangeable objects to
be controlled in a factory-like production line
where each is subjected to the same instruction
and to standardized ends. Instead, professional
praxis involves developing an individual style or
"feeF'-personal discernments, diagnoses, and
decision-making-by which warranted research
and theory guide the instmction that predictably
produces the "right results." When teaching is a
professional praxis, theory and practice are
inseparable: the results (data) of theory-based
praxis are made sense of by theory and the new
professional (praxial) knowledge that results
serves the ever-changing circumstances of the
future with ever-more enriched professional
resources.

To 'practice' a profession is thus not the
haphazard "practice" ofa beginning instrumental-
ist or a trial-and-error process on the part ofwhat
used to be called a "practice teacher." It requires
clarity and consensus concerning curricular "right
results" and the need to use such ideal results as
the standards of care-full praxis. This, in turn,
entails a never-ending quest to improvepraxis and
thus remaining current with regard to research,
theory, and successful praxis elsewhere. Most of
all, being professional requires systematic reflec-
tion upon one's praxis in terms of the "lightness"
ofresults for students. Inmusic education, action
research-as the systematic, self-correctingfeature
ofaction-based teaching-is theminimal condition
of being a reflective practitioner. This prevents
teaching strategies from degenerating into techni-
cist methods that amount only to methodolatry

and its attendant problems.
The Critical Theory supporting such teach-

ing professionalism similarly distinguishes itself
from other social and philosophical theories by
being critical of its own philosophical assump-
tions. Habermas, inparticular, has often recast his
thinking in light of new research and critical
perspectives, and engages in tme dialogue with
his critics.70 It also resists being idealistically
Utopian or merely academic and "for its own
sake." Thus, despite its sometimes dense theoriz-
ing, it remains down to earth in its focus on the
need to considerhumannature, actions, and needs
in terms of the lifeworld in which those variables
are situated. An interdisciplinary synthesis of
social theory and philosophy is the trademark of
Critical Theory as it wrestles in educationwith the
problem of individual teachers afxrrming their
autonomy and their responsibility in the balance
needed to forge a personal and professional
identity within a critical community of like-
minded individuals.

The qualities argued here as central to being
a critically reflective teacher, then, make a good
starting point for professionalizing music educa-
tion. The various critical abilities identified with
regard to the theory and praxis ofmusic teaching
should be a part of the pragmatic education em-
powering every music teacher. Without such
traits, music education as a field can only continue
its current preoccupation with methodolatry and,
hence, with the advocacy necessitated by the
kinds of structural weaknesses that fall short of
models in the helping professions.
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